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MaCuMBA was a four-year research project that
aimed to uncover the untold diversity of marine
microbes using cultivation-dependent strategies.
This joint venture of 22 partner institutions from
11 EU countries was led by the Royal Netherlands
Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ), and had a budget
of more than €12 million, of which €9 million was
funded by the EC Seventh Framework Programme.
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Farewell from MaCuMBA

Prof Lucas Stal, MaCuMBA Project
Coordinator, Royal Netherlands
Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ),
the Netherlands

The Marine Microbiome event
represented the culmination
of the four-year EU-funded
MaCuMBA project, which
endeavoured to increase the
rate of discovery, isolation
and culturing of unknown
marine microorganisms and
screen them for potential
biotechnological applications
using innovative methods and
automated high throughput
procedures.

Here, MaCuMBA coordinator Prof Lucas Stal reflects on
the significance of the project and the achievements of
the four-year international collaboration.
As a society we face enormous challenges with no readymade solutions: antimicrobial resistance, energy and food
crises, climate change, the emergence of new diseases, the
list goes on… MaCuMBA had at its core a firm conviction
that marine microorganisms have the potential to provide
solutions to some of these big challenges.
Terrestrial microorganisms have been a source of
many fascinating compounds, some of which have been
enormously successful for pharmaceutical companies, and
have had an incalculable positive impact on human health.
Compared to the terrestrial sphere we know very little
about the richness and diversity of marine microorganisms.
This is not because marine microbes offer fewer
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possibilities for biodiscovery, but because they have not
received the same attention. Unravelling the mysteries of
the ocean is not an easy task. One of the main barriers to
successful scientific and industrial exploitation of marine
biodiversity is that the vast majority of marine microbes
require unusual cultivation conditions.
The MaCuMBA project was timely in assuming the
challenge of ‘culturing the uncultured’. However, we did not
take up this mantle as a purely academic exercise; from
project inception to completion, the focus has always been
on closing the gap between science and industry. A balanced
consortium of science and industry partners ensured that
our collaboration aspired to generate a more direct impact
on research and development and provide new products
and services to the benefit of human society.
Our final event, “The Marine Microbiome: Discovery &
Innovation”, was very much the culmination of our efforts.
The conference brought the worlds of politics, industry
and science face-to-face in a format designed to facilitate
the sharing of experiences. Representatives from these
sectors came together to discuss the problems and
solutions for the effective transfer of novel research
discoveries in the field of marine biotechnology. To me, it
really represented the successful tying together of the
many threads we explored over the course of a fruitful and
ground-breaking four-year collaboration.

Best wishes,

Lucas

The MaCuMBA logo includes an asterisk which represents both a microorganism and a reference to the full project
title, Marine Microorganisms: Cultivation Methods for Improving their Biotechnological Applications.
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MARINE MICROBIOME
discovery & innovation

Berlin Adlershof - City of Science Technology & Media 2 7 - 3 0 J U N E 2 0 1 6

event report
Introduction
The worlds of science and industry gathered in Berlin,
Germany, from 27 - 30 June 2016 to discuss the untapped
biotechnological potential of the ocean’s microorganisms
at the MaCuMBA “Marine Microbiome – Discovery &
Innovation” conference.

Most attendees participated in both events at the Science
and Technology Park Berlin-Adlershof, taking advantage
of the excellent opportunity for industry and science
stakeholders to exchange experiences and generate new
ideas to drive this important sector forward.

This joint one-day industry conference and two-day open
science conference brought together experts from across
the world to discuss how novel research discoveries in the
field of marine biotechnology can greatly improve Europe’s
capacity to generate new commercial opportunities.

The event brought together over 120 experts from 17
nations, including numerous European countries, the USA,
Israel, South Africa, Mexico and Ecuador.

Industry Conference
The Marine Microbiome industry conference featured
a diverse plenary session with superb presentations on
the latest trends and issues, notably from the MaCuMBA
Scientific Advisory Board member, Prof Ian Joint, who
presented a popular talk on the enduring fascination of
the marine microbiome and the vast potential which lies
therein.
This was followed by presentations from leading experts
who each delved into a specific highly exploitable area of
the marine microbiome ranging from novel enzymes to the
‘Blue Biorefinery’. Dr John Kaye, Programme Director of the
Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation Marine Microbiology
Initiative, introduced the fantastic advances in marine
microbial discovery that the organisation continues to fund.
As kind sponsors of the event, the Gordon and Betty Moore
Foundation were acknowledged for their generosity by the
plenary chair and MaCuMBA coordinator Prof Lucas Stal.
Coordinator Prof Lucas Stal presents Mr Norbert Gerbsch, Deputy Director General, BPI –
German Pharmaceutical Industry Association, with The Marine Microbiome book after his
welcome address (Photo credit: Henk Bolhuis)
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Two panel discussions entitled: “Future use of marine
microbial diversity - challenges and solutions” and “The
ocean - a treasure chest for future applications?” obtained
a high level of interest and intense participation from
industry stakeholders.

Panel Videos
These panel discussions were recorded live and you
can view them on the MaCuMBA website.

Link: goo.gl/TSyNre

Moderated by Dr Jerry Reen of University College Cork, Ireland, the panel participants
discuss the challenges and solutions with regard to intellectual property rights and the
implementation of the Nagoya Protocol in Europe, with a focus on its application in relation to
the use of marine microbial diversity

Round Tables
Several interactive round tables provided a more focused
atmosphere for researchers to engage in detailed
conversations about important questions relevant to their
line of work.

Round Table 2: What is the potential of marine
microbiology to deliver products and services to industry?
Chair: Prof Lone Gram (Technical University of Denmark,
Denmark)
Co-chair: Dr Fernando de la Calle (PharmaMar, Spain)

Round table participants discuss the potential of marine microbiology to deliver products
and services to industry

Round Table 1: Do we need to culture microorganisms in
order to use their properties?
Chair: Prof Francisco Rodriguez Valera (University Miguel
Hernandez, Spain)

Questions addressed included: What distinguishes
marine microorganisms with respect to biotechnological
applications? Do they produce unique chemical structures?
How can specific products and services be delivered to
industry? How can such a market be targeted? How to
foster closer connections to ensure transfer of promising
leads? Participants agreed that the marine environment is a
source of novel chemistry but the vast unexplored diversity
remains an unexploited resource.
Round Table 3: What is the future of synthetic
microbiology?
Chair: Dr Wolfgang Hess (University of Freiburg, Germany)

Co-chair: Assoc Prof Sara Borin (University of Milan, Italy)

Co-chair: Dr Silvia Cretoiu (NIOZ, Netherlands)

This well attended round table enthusiastically debated
the need to culture microorganisms in order to use their
properties. Culturing marine microbes is extremely time
demanding and there is no guarantee that novel groups
can be obtained. Advances in genomics, metagenomics
and synthesising DNA mean it is often easier to express
the genes and produce purified proteins from genetically
engineered hosts than from the natural microbe.

Increasing bioinformatics data has allowed, in part, for the
possibility of synthetic microbiology. This lively round table
debated the ramifications of engineering microorganisms
for increased biotechnological performance, discussing the
promise of synthetic biology in a broad context.

However, only in the natural microbe can a picture of
their physiology and lifestyle be comprehended. Nothing
replaces the potential of lab experiments done with the real
microbe to understand it. Efforts in this direction should be
continued and strengthened.

Revolutionary technologies have been developed based on
microbiological findings, e.g. the CRISPR/Cas9 tool box;
other discoveries might have similar potential. The first
minimal synthetic bacterial cell has been obtained, but you
can only synthetically rebuild what is already understood.
Some studies demonstrated that bacterial genomes and
cells, as simple as they might appear, contain many secrets
worthy of being studied more closely. This may have to
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do with the non-coding fraction in their transcriptomes.
Intensive studies of microbiomes of all kinds are being
undertaken. Population behaviour in microorganisms,
multicellular structures as biofilms, synthetic networks
and artificial/mock microbial communities, environmental
sensing, super-resolution imaging of microorganisms and
single cell genomics are common across all research topics
in microbiology.

then evolved into concerns regarding the challenges Access
and Benefit-Sharing (ABS) legislation poses for their
work. Scientists underlined that samples collected in situ
are mostly gathered through research projects, and the
microorganisms are first stored in research collections
before being deposited in culture collections. These
research collections usually do not have any ABS compliant
system in place.

Round table 4: What are the global effects of legislation on
marine biodiscovery?

Participants strongly recommended that awareness
raising should be done at the grassroots level targeting
every single scientist who is going on sampling trips.
There is a great need for a simple and transparent system
offering legal certainty, predictability of costs and low
administrative burden, in order to facilitate research and
promote innovation. Such a system would ensure that
all the involved stakeholders have strong interests in
complying with ABS requirements.

Chair: Dr Thomas Vanagt (eCoast Marine Research,
Belgium)
Co-chair: Ms Pamela Cardillo (AquaTT, Ireland)
Dr Thomas Vanagt commenced the session by addressing
the primary question of almost everyone in the room, how
exactly does the Nagoya Protocol work? All round table
participants acquired a much firmer overview of what was
‘in scope’ and ‘out of scope’ regarding Nagoya. Discussions

The MaCuMBA Book Available Online Now
“The Marine Microbiome: An
Untapped Source of Biodiversity
and Biotechnological Potential”
has been published by Springer.
Edited by Lucas J. Stal and
Mariana Silvia Cretoiu, the book
features contributions from a
host of MaCuMBA researchers
and partners, describing the
state-of-the-art concerning the
‘marine microbiome’ and its uses in
biotechnology.

The MaCuMBA Movie
One of the highlights of the plenary session was the
screening of the MaCuMBA short film. “Revealing the
Secrets of Marine Microbes” was produced by the creative
team at eCOAST Marine Research who shadowed the work
of MaCuMBA researchers in Texel, the Netherlands.
This video is ideal for educational use and is available to
view and download on the MaCuMBA project website:
goo.gl/zGMhlV

The book introduces the diversity and ecology of marine
microorganisms and viruses in all three domains of life:
Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya. It examines whether marine
microorganisms exist and, if so, why they might be unique.
It presents selected marine habitats, their inhabitants and
how they influence biogeochemical cycles, and discusses
the utilisation of marine microbial resources, including legal
aspects, dissemination, and public awareness.
“The Marine Microbiome: An Untapped Source of
Biodiversity and Biotechnological Potential” is now
available for purchase online via Springer: 		
www.springer.com/it/book/9783319329987
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Marine Microbiome attendees watch MaCuMBA Coordinator Prof Lucas Stal discuss his work
during a screening of the MaCuMBA short film “Revealing the Secrets of Marine Microbes”
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Open Science Conference
The two-day open science conference was comprised of
four overarching sessions featuring numerous talks from
pioneering scientists in their field.
These presentations were complemented by an interactive
industry exhibit, one-to-one meetings and poster
presentations. All activities were designed to provide a
platform for research and industry alike to diversify their
cross-sectorial knowledge, strengthen their existing
partnerships and build new opportunities.

4

Sessions

8

Invited
Speakers

32

Mr Wolfram Lorenzen, Cyano Biotech GmbH, Germany, presents “Current and potential
exploitation of cyanobacterial natural products in health care and biotechnological
industry”

Session 1 - The diversity of the oceanic
microbiome

Dr Anne Dekas, Stanford University, USA, describes her research on “Single-cell
analysis of microbial activity in benthic marine environments”

Session 3 - Marine systems microbial
ecology

Abstract Book
If you are interested in finding out more about these
presentations on the state-of-the-art of the marine
microbiome, all abstracts for both oral and poster
presentations are included in the Marine Microbiome
Abstract Book which is available online.

Link: goo.gl/Tg4nCU

Contributed
Talks

29

Poster
Presentations

Prof Fergal O’Gara, BIOMERIT Research Centre, NUI Cork, Ireland, on “Integrated (meta)
genomic and synthetic biology approaches for bioactive discovery”
(Photo credit: Henk Bolhuis)

Session 2 - Novel (meta)genomic
approaches in marine microbiology

Prof Slava Epstein, Northeastern University, USA, explains his work “A new hypothesis
on the nature of microbial ‘uncultivability’ ”

Session 4 - Novel cultivation
approaches of marine microbes
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Exhibition Hall
The industry exhibition in particular showcased key outputs
and ‘hardware’ of the MaCuMBA project which have high
potential industrial relevance and are prime candidates for
practical commercial development and other applications.
Researchers demonstrated how the European marine
biotech industry could benefit from the latest research
results in the area.
One example is the ‘optical tweezers’ developed by
MaCuMBA partners Heriot-Watt University (Edinburgh,
UK). This state-of-the-art instrument is capable of
isolating single cells out of a mixture of cells. They
have also developed an integrated optical-microfluidic
device to rapidly isolate a large number of cells based on
electrokinetic approaches.
Start-up companies were also present, including CellDeg,
who showcased their novel high density cultivators,
demonstrating live how photoautotrophic cultures can
rapidly grow in a membrane based cultivation system.
Arne Wüstenberg, one of CellDeg’s founders, explained:
“It is CellDeg’s ambition to establish a new standard
cultivation technique for photoautotrophic cultures.
Photoautotrophic organisms (like cyanobacteria or
microalgae) harvest light energy for the uptake of inorganic
nutrients. Our technique uses a membrane mediated
bubble-free carbon dioxide (CO2) supply ensuring sufficient
CO2 mass transfer even at extreme light intensities.
This results in fast growth of the culture. A standard
membrane-based technique would not only greatly reduce
the cultivation time and costs, but would lead to increased
comparability of results between different labs.”

Entrance to the industry exhibition hall at the Marine Microbiome Conference

CellDeg showcasing their products during the MaCuMBA Marine Microbiome Conference

Dr Lynn Paterson (Heriot-Watt University) demonstrates hardware developed by MaCuMBA researchers including a laser tweezer, optical pressure-based cell sorter, and MicroDish at the
Industry exhibition
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Social Time!
The event kicked off with a wonderful reception at the
iconic Forum Adlershof on Monday evening. Those
gathered were warmly welcomed by Dr Peer Ambrée,
Executive Manager of Technology Centres at the Science
and Technology Park Berlin-Adlershof. Attendees were
then ushered to the outdoor terrace where they enjoyed the
pleasant evening weather and caught up with old friends
over finger food and drinks.

The main conference dinner was held on Tuesday evening
following the Industry event. The group was hosted in
the vault of a very special restaurant called Ratskeller
Köpenick, located in the cellar of a historical town hall.
With its ornate pillars, vaulted ceilings, and stained glass
windows it was a truly unique setting with a perfect
combination of ambiance, atmosphere and comfort. The
evening was thoroughly enjoyed by all those who attended.

Pamela Cardillo from AquaTT discussing the work of AquaTT as partners in the MaCuMBA
project
The Forum Adlershof where the welcome reception took place

Indeed, there were plenty of opportunities for participants
to mix and mingle throughout the week. The many outdoor
spaces and terraces in the Adlershof con.vent. venue
meant that coffee breaks and lunches could be spent
soaking up some of the fabulous sunshine while discussing
the proceedings with colleagues, building on old and new
connections.

Marine Microbiome attendees networking outside Forum Aldershof during the welcome
reception

A Poster Session Happy Hour on Wednesday allowed
presenters to explain their research in a relaxed
atmosphere over some drinks and nibbles.

Daniela Clara Cardoso presenting her poster on microbial mats
(Photo credit: Henk Bolhuis)

1-to-1 Meetings
An interesting aspect of the Industry Conference was
the excellent networking opportunities which offered
participants a chance to meet with colleagues in prearranged 1-to-1 meetings.
Delegates used a networking tool, Brella, that removed
the random hit-or-miss element of event networking.
Participants received a list of attendees for suggested
networking based on compatible interests. 			

They could browse the list and book meetings with specific
attendees in an exclusive networking area inside the event
venue before the event. This ensured that meetings were
very efficient due to the possibility for advance preparation.
Statistics after the event revealed that all users found
a 100% match for a meeting based on their selected
interests.
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Follow The MaCuMBA Story

Throughout the MaCuMBA project lifecycle a series of
newsletters introducing and explaining the work were
released. These newsletters contained interviews with
the different work package leaders, insights into related
projects, culture club researcher profiles, publication
highlights, event reports, partner updates, feedback from
the summer school researchers, a special article on the
Nagoya Protocol, and detailed information on the culture
collections.
Notable newsletter editions included an industry special
issue with profiles on MaCuMBA’s industry and Small and
Medium Enterprises (SMEs) who made up a significant

part of the MaCuMBA consortium, and a marine microbe
research update exploring the synergies between the
three EU flagship marine microorganism research projects:
MaCuMBA, Micro B3 and PharmaSea.
All of this material describing the work of MaCuMBA
research and collaborations is available on the MaCuMBA
website at: www.macumbaproject.eu

The invaluable outputs and accomplishments as a
result of the MaCuMBA project will soon be released
in a Legacy Brochure. Find more online at:

 www.macumbaproject.eu
 www.facebook.com/MaCuMBAProject
 @MaCuMBAProject

Event Feedback - A Successful Marine Microbiome



A short survey was created to ascertain
satisfaction levels with the event and to assist
in future planning for a similar international
conference on the marine microbiome.

Of the survey respondents, 61% of the conference
participants were from the science realm, with 20%
being from industry. The remaining attendees were
representatives from education or other sectors.
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Over 75% of the respondents rated the Marine
Microbiome overall as Excellent or Very Good, with 21%
rating it Good. The majority of participants liked the format
of an industry conference face-to-face with an open science
meeting (89%) and almost all of the respondents (97%)
would be interested in attending a similar event in the
future, approximately every 2 years (71%).

The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Community’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant
agreement no 311975. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the European Union cannot be held responsible for any use which may be
made of the information contained therein.

Designed and developed by AquaTT

An important part of the MaCuMBA project was the
dissemination of information and project outputs to ensure
effective outreach of MaCuMBA’s results and applications,
leading to optimal exploitation of its research as well as
raising awareness of the potential of the European marine
biotechnology industry.

